
 
 

Reigate Priory Bowmen  

Clothing Order Form 
 
 
Name:  

Email address: 

Phone Number:  

Delivery Address:  
 

 
When completing this form please read carefully the footnotes for each column. 

 

Garment
1 

Size Colour 
Quantit

y 
RPB Badge 
(As Worn)2 

RPB 
Sleeve 
Logo  

(As Worn)3 

RPB Sleeve 
Logo 

Colour4 

Name & Position 
(Optional)5 

        

        

        

        

        

 
1 Please list the item and the code for the garment you wish to order. The item code can be found on the BSE website – 
http://www.bse.uk.com. 
2The RPB Badge can be positioned on the front right or left-hand side of the garment. A right-handed archer will want the logo 
on the right-hand side (AS WORN). A left-handed archer will want the logo on the left-hand side (AS WORN). Please indicate 
which side you would like it. 
3 The RPB Sleeve logo is worn on the sleeve of the garment. A right-handed archer will want the logo on the right-hand sleeve 
(AS WORN). A left-handed archer will want the logo on the left-hand sleeve (AS Worn). If you would prefer not to have the logo 
on the sleeve then write ‘not wanted’ in the box. If you would like the logo positioned elsewhere on the shirt then indicate 
where you would like it. 
4 There are several colour options for the stitching of the RPB Sleeve logo; white, yellow or black. Black should be used on white 
or light-coloured garments while white or yellow should be used on dark coloured garments. If you would like the stitching to be 
another colour please indicate in the box. 
5 For an additional charge, members may have their names embroidered onto their garments. Please state the 
name, colour of the stitching, and positioning of the stitching on the shirt (AS WORN). Members of the RPB 
Committee may also want their committee position embroidered onto the garment. If so, please indicate in the box. 

When completed this form should be emailed to; Broadwater Sports Embroidery – 
sales@bse.uk.com.  

Full contact details can be found on their website; http://www.bse.uk.com/ 

Prices 

The price of individual garments is available on the BSE website (http://www.bse.uk.com). Prices 
may fluctuate depending on the number of garments ordered. BSE will email individuals with 
specific prices prior to proceeding with any order. 
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